
 
 

Ambroise Paré 

 

 Ambroise Paré was born in the year 1510, in Laval, France
1
.   At the age of nineteen, he began 

apprenticing as a barber-surgeon at the Hôtel-Dieu.  This meant he had first hand experience of battle 

wounds, for at this time there were many wars occurring.   

 

 During this period, the method generally used to treat gunshot wounds was cauterization with 

boiling oil.  Paré even used this form of treatment, until one day, during the battle of Turin, he ran out 

of oil, and instead used a mixture of turpentine, oil or roses and egg yolks
2
 to dress the wounds of those 

embattled soldiers.  Interestingly enough, those who had been cauterized where the next day, in more 

agony than before, while those who had been treated with the gentler mixture Paré concocted, were 

healing nicely and a great deal more comfortable in their recovery.   His book Method of Treating 

Wounds in 1545, described these methods.  

 

 He served as the official and royal surgeon for kings Henry II, Francis II, Charles IX, and Henry 

III of France
3
.    

 

 Some of his other contributions to medicine were the use of artificial limbs, artificial eyes, the 

podalic version (turning a baby into the proper birthing position); he introduced the usage of ligature of 

arteries over cauterization during amputation
4
.  Ligature is a surgical procedure where a suture (piece 

of thread) is “tied around an anatomical structure, such as a blood vessel, to shut it off.
5
” 

 

“Je le pansai, Dieu le guérit” ("I bandaged him and God healed him"
6
) is a quote that summarizes his 

work philosophy:  

 “Paré wrote this sentence in his personal notes about the care he delivered to Captain Rat, in 

the Piémont campaign (1537-1538). He used this formula all along his career.  In 1522 near Metz a 

citizen was pierced by twelve swords shots. He was about to be left dead. Ambroise Paré obtained the 

right to treat him. “I was his doctor, pharmacist, surgeon and cook: I bandaged him until the end of the 

                                                 
1 http://www.nndb.com/people/561/000096273/ - Laval is in the province of Maine, France. 
2 http://www.uh.edu/engines/epi327.htm 
3 http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/11478a.htm - His religion is in some dispute.  While some have claimed that he was  Huganot, or at least affiliated 
with them, his own children were baptized into the Catholic church.  
4 http://www.discoveriesinmedicine.com/General-Information-and-Biographies/Par-Ambroise.html 
5 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ligature - Ligature: “something that is used to bind.”  
6 Jean-Pierre Poirier, Ambroise Paré, Paris, 2006  
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treatment, and God healed him.
7
”  

 

 Perhaps the most amazing aspect of Pare's life, was his humility, as displayed in the quote 

above.  He simply performed his task as surgeon, realizing that ultimately, the healing was up to God.  

If only more men in the world of science and medicine were of the same frame of mind.   

 

 Ambroise Paré personifies the verse:  

 

“The fear of the LORD is the instruction for wisdom, And before honor comes humility.” Proverbs 

15:33   

 

 

                                                 
7 Jean-Michel Delacomptée, Ambroise Paré, La main savante, Gallimard, 2007, pp. 166-167.  


